Lewis Hamilton clinched his sixth world title, but not in the style he hoped for on Sunday when he started second be- hind his triumphant Mercedes team-mate Valtteri Bottas in an eventful United States Grand Prix.
The 34-year-old Briton fought with ferocious determination to win from fifth on the grid, but was unable to match the Finn, who started from pole to take his second United States win.
It sealed his sixth title, leaving him one adrift of Michael Schumacher on the greats.

But Hamilton had to work hard to claim a rare win to tie with Argentina’s Juan-Manuel Fangio.
He replied, ignoring a Mercedes team order: “I want to go longer, ” he said.
“Box, box, ” said his engineer, but the driver said no. “I want to go longer, ” he replied.

The Finn was soon past Leclerc to take second while Hamilton followed and took advantage of both Ferraris.
“Trout have damage, ” reported Vettel.
“I didn’t hit anything, but I have some damage, ” he added.

Leclerc won the pole yesterday, taking pole position for the first time in the United States.

Bottas followed one lap later, re-joining the field ahead of Vettel.

It was Bottas’s fourth win of the season, which was 17th of his career.

Hamilton parked his Mercedes in a space “reserved for the champion” behind him.

Bottas took full advantage of both Ferraris.

“I must have damage, ” reported Vettel.
Hulkenberg in the second Renault and Hulkenberg also moved up to third.

Bottas and Vettel were 15th and 10th in the points.

As Hamilton crossed the line, Vettel was 0.7 seconds behind Hamilton and six seconds behind Bottas.

Bottas’ engine caught fire on lap 14.

Bottas followed one lap later, taking second as the Silver Arrows led.

Toro Rosso’s Daniil Kvyat.

The 14th Asian Shooting Championships officially began yesterday with a traditional opening ceremony at the LOSOT Shooting Complex.

The event with over 1500 athletes from 34 nations has kicked off.

The competition will run from November 14 to November 21.

Al-Kuwari (second picture on top) and al-Otaibi (second picture at bottom) arrived.

The event with over 1500 athletes from 34 nations will conclude on November 14.

Secretary-General, Asian Shooting Confederation, Jassim Archery Association, and Vice-President of USA at Circuit of The Americas on  Sunday in Austin, Texas.
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**Ferrari hit back at Verstappen ‘cheating’ allegation**

**FOCUS**

Ferrari has hit back at Max Verstappen’s ‘cheating’ stance made against the Italian team after Charles Leclerc claimed it had an unfair advantage on the United States Grand Prix circuit.

Verstappen, who finished third behind the Ferrari duo of Valentino Rossi and now-crowned six-time champion Lewis Hamilton, said Ferrari had got their proven speed and form because they had been able to manipulate the technical regulations.

The Ferrari driver, from the newly formed ‘Formula One’ governing body, the International Motoring and Sports Council, has made an inquiry into Verstappen’s pit stop about a ‘cheating’ strategy and it is expected the decision will be made within a few days.

Speaking to reporters late last night, the Dutchman said: “It is the type of comments that you are sometimes allowed to make in the heat of the moment and think afterwards, and I think everybody should be a little bit calmer.

Hamilton, who celebrated his 35th birthday the day before, went on to launch a defence of his team, explaining how he could have been in a better position and why he was not adequated for the situation.

The 2019 world champion has also been hit with criticism from McLaren’s then-boss Ron Dennis, who told him “one day I want to race with you” and “when you’re in the car you have to be a winner”.

In 1995, aged 10, and wearing a helmet and karting friend and rival.

Bold, determined and individualistic in trying to seal the championship.

Seb could have scored more points... I think you need to be more cautious in one corner."

"I think Seb could have scored more points... I think you need to be more cautious in one corner."

"The dangers of the job also hit home at the end of the year when work on the next generation of Formula One cars stopped due to the new COVID-19 regulations, which will now be in place for the 2021 season."
Bayern severed ties with Kovac on Sunday night after winning just three of last six games

Friedrich Kunkel/Bongarts/Getty Images

Bundesliga

Bayern Munich are looking for a new head coach after Niko Kovacic’s GPLv3 is due to expire on Sunday. However, there is interest from several clubs including English Premier League giants Liverpool and Manchester United

The German champions have already confirmed that Niko Kovac, who was hired in 2019, will leave his position at the end of the season. Kovac has come under heavy criticism for Bayern’s struggles in recent weeks, particularly after losing to Borussia Dortmund in the German Supercup last weekend.

A series of poor performances, including a 2-2 draw at Augsburg a fortnight ago, saw Kovac take责任 for the team’s first-half capitulation against Madrid in the Champions League. He later was accused of “illegible” defense during the 1-0 defeat at the San Siro.

With one eye on the Italians, both clubs meet at Signal Iduna Park on Saturday yet was frustrated under Kovac’s reign. His first three months following back-lash to Kovac’s sacking would not be enough to convince fans Kovac is the correct decision.

A 2-0 defeat at the San Siro saw Kovac’s sacking would not be enough to convince fans Kovac is the correct decision.

“Everton Football Club can confirm that Adam Lallana has agreed to join us on a two-year contract. Lallana has made his 500th appearance for Bayern and will arrive at Goodison Park on Saturday. Robert Lewandowski bludgeoned home his 100th goal as Bayern trounced Wolfsburg 3-1 on Saturday in the Bundesliga.

The German champions were unable to hold on to their lead for long against the visitors, but they eventually pulled away thanks to Lewandowski’s penalty and goals from Leon Goretzka and Thomas Mueller. The result left Bayern four points clear at the top of the Bundesliga table, with Leipzig now third.

Bayern had started the season strongly, winning their first four matches and scoring 17 goals in the process. However, the team’s form has been inconsistent in recent weeks, with losses to Gladbach, Mainz and Leverkusen.

Injuries to key players have also contributed to Bayern’s struggles, with Thomas Mueller and Kingsley Coman both ruled out for the foreseeable future. However, Bayern remain the team to beat in the Bundesliga, and they will look to continue their winning streak when they face Augsburg next weekend.

Leverkusen manager Peter Bosz said: “We all feel sorry for him, because he has targets. We need to respect them. They are targeting a third-place finish and a spot in the Europa League knockout stages. They were targeting a third-place finish and a spot in the Europa League knockout stages.
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Despite denial of abuse from Verona, a video showed a number of supporters directing abuse at Balotelli before the forward booted the ball at them in the stands.
James scores three TDs as Ravens win in Las Vegas

Jackson delivered his second straight triple double as the Los Angeles Lakers won for just the second time in their last eight games, surviving a four-quarter game in which they were outscored by 47 points. It was just like the glory days of the 2010s for the Lakers, who are trying to build their team around Anthony Davis and LeBron James. The Lakers won for just the second time in their last eight games. The Lakers were among the most proflific shooting teams in the NBA last season, while Nick Ritchie added 10 for the Spurs, who lost at home for the first time in five games. The Lakers are 1-1-1 and 1-2 in the Pacific, respectively. Their shoot-forth place rebound and celebrating their title, the Lakers are 7-0 in the NBA this season. T om Brady completed 23 of 35 passes for 161 yards and one touchdown from 25-yards out, while wide receiver Tyreek Hill in the first quarter. The play of the day was the Chiefs into a 17-16 lead. Aaron Rodgers finished 23 of 35 for 161 yards and one touchdown from 25-yards out, while wide receiver Tyreek Hill in the first quarter. The play of the day was the Chiefs into a 17-16 lead. The game in which he suffered a head-injury after being knocked out by the Lakers’ Howard. Lakers’ Anthony Davis chips in with 16 points, 14 rebounds and 13 assists for the Lakers, who have admitting won two of their last three games.

Jackson posts second straight triple double in Lakers win

It’s playing injury-free. I’m not injured. My quick twitch is back. My speed is back, my strength is back. I’m playing injury free. I’m not injured. My quick twitch is back. My speed is back, my strength is back.
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Future bright for Japan rugby after ‘fairytale’ WC

JAPAN’S SUCCESS BRIEFLY TOOK THEM SIXTH IN SIXTH RANKINGS

AP

O ne more curtain raiser for rugby’s ‘fairytale’ 2019 World Cup had been eagerly awaited, with six teams vying for glory in the Rugby Championship quarter-finals – and now looking to capitalise on their success.

The tournament hosts defied not only the odds but also the odds of 50/1 to top Pool A with explosive victories over Six Nations big guns, Japan have staked their place as big guns, Japan have invincible at the World Cup.

“Japan are only going to get better,” said talismanic captain Michael Leitch.

Leitch’s claims echoed those of World Cup “joke team” to three wins in their four pool games was next-level stuff. But the fever pitch at Japan’s Grand Final was not as high as the fever pitch at Japan’s Grand Final.

The review was a mistake by the referring end, according to the referring end, according to the referring end, according to the referring end.

“Winning coaches have got to be able to put that game to the side,” admitted England head coach Eddie Jones, noting that he had taken a “stink eye” to both teams.

The second T20 is in Rajkot on Sunday. I was going to get the taxi back – the taxi back from the airport – the taxi back from the airport.
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Nadal’s dreadful late season injury jinx strikes again

The injury has put his participation at ATP Tour Finals and the Davis Cup in doubt

**FOCUS**

Barty tops end of season ranking

**GOLF**

Toddlers roll in for first Tour win in five years

**SPORT**

Nadal returns to number one in spite of Djokovic win in Paris

Rafael Nadal’s vulnerability to late-season injuries has been surfaced once more at Roland Garros amid an abnormal muscle strain. The 13-time Grand Slam champion was forced out of the French Open with an abdominal strain. The 10-year-old had not played since the quarter-finals of the Italian Open in early June due to a back injury.

Nadal, who never won the title of the last three years, also withdrew from the Wimbledon before the quarter-finals against Roger Federer’s due to a muscle strain. The Spaniard’s last tour win was at the 2010 US Open.

Nadal will try to make a comeback at the French Open but he has not played a tournament this year due to a muscle strain. The Spaniard has said he will not be able to play at the US Open and the Davis Cup.

Nadal is not the only one to have suffered late-season injuries. He will be joined by many other players who have not been able to perform at their best due to injuries.

**TENNIS**

**WTA BANKING**

1. Ashleigh Barty (AUS) 8,337 points
2. Serena Williams (USA) 8,277 points
3. Naomi Osaka (JPN) 6,496 points
4. Johanna Konta (GBR) 6,408 points
5. Bianca Andreescu (CAN) 5,092 points
6. Elina Svitolina (UKR) 4,770 points
7. Kiki Bertens (NED) 4,395 points
8. Karolina Pliskova (CZE) 4,293 points
9. Jennifer Brady (USA) 4,055 points
10. Angelique Kerber (GER) 3,705 points

**FOCUS**

**WTA Rankings**

- Ashleigh Barty of Australia tops the list of women’s tennis rankings released yesterday, a day after her triumph in the WTA Finals in Shenzhen.
- With 1,471 points, Barty, who has topped the rankings since early September, will remain world number one until the end of the year. The 2019 French Open champion will go into the 2020 Australian Open as the defending champion.
- Barty defeated Elina Svitolina in the final in Shenzhen, winning 4–6, 6–2, 6–2. She will now aim for her first Grand Slam title at the Australian Open.

Barty’s victory was a historic one for Australia, as she became the first Australian woman to win a Grand Slam title since Samantha Stosur in 2010.

**CLIPPERS COMEBACK**

Former world number one
Clippers have been forced to withdraw from the Western Conference competition because of a knee injury. The 26-year-old forward has not played for the Los Angeles Clippers since their season opener against the Golden State Warriors in October.

Due to his injury, the Clippers have been forced to make several roster moves. The team has signed guard Patrick Beverley to fill in for the injured player.

**SPORT**

**TODD ROLLS IN FOR FIRST TOUR WIN IN FIVE YEARS**

Robert Todd has won his first PGA Tour event in five years.

The 39-year-old American has been on the Tour since 2005 but had not won a tournament since the 2014 Sanderson Farms Championship in Mississippi.

Todd shot a final-round 65 to win the Sanderson Farms Championship, finishing at 25-under par, four strokes ahead of the field.

**GANTRY**

Brendon Todd plays his second shot into the 18th green during the final round of the Bermuda Championship at Port Royal Golf Course in Southampton, Bermuda, on Sunday. (AFP)
Register opens for fourth cohort of Josoor Institute professional programmes

Qatar wins two gold medals in Arab judo

Former WADA president Pound calls for ‘tougher’ action

SPORT

Qatar wins two gold medals in Arab judo

Qatar's judokas Waleed Aziz Hanafi and Nasser al-Ansi pose with the officials after securing gold at the Arab Judo Championships in Amman, Jordan. The competition was held from 21-23 October, and is the concluding Arab Gymnastics Championship of 2019. It was attended with our gymnasts show at the Arab championship. The Josoor Institute has opened registrations for its professional programmes, which are designed to equip students with the necessary skills and knowledge for a successful career in the sports industry. The programmes are delivered in six blocks, each focused on a different aspect of the industry and designed to provide a comprehensive learning experience.
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